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ICD10 Related Updates
What to Expect On/After 10.1.15
10.1.2015 is the ICD10 compliance date when all diagnoses require ICD10 in place of ICD9. To increase early familiarity
with these new codes, we implemented tools in the EHR on August 25th called PTE (Physician Transition Early) and
Diagnosis Assistant (DA). These tools allow dual coding with ICD9 and ICD10 when using the Diagnosis list in the EHR.
Job aides and an informational video for hospital workflow were made available on DocPort in August.
It is ideal for providers to make attempts at using DA to increase specificity of their diagnoses. Even more important,
though, is making sure documentation is appropriately detailed and specific to support chosen diagnoses. In other
words, clear, detailed, and accurate documentation is mandatory, but use of DA (at this point in time) is not.
In addition to EHR specific information, DocPort contains many additional ICD10 resources as per this link:
http://docport.columbia-stmarys.org/ICD10.aspx
While technical/EHR specific questions can be directed to me, please forward all general and documentation related
ICD10 questions to Matt Connolly, MD at mconnoll@columbia-stmarys.org.
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PowerNote and ICD10
Some diagnoses in PowerNote templates, Pre-completed notes (both personal and shared), and macros will be impacted
with the ICD10 transition. This applies to PowerNotes used in all locations including Ambulatory/Clinic, Hospital, and ED.
Only diagnoses linked to the Diagnosis/Problem List will be impacted. Free text diagnoses will not be impacted.
Cerner and CSM Custom PowerNote Templates – Currently some of these templates are pre-populated with quick pick
diagnosis choices. These choices are linked to ICD9 codes. In anticipation of ICD10, quick pick options will be removed
from Cerner templates on September 30th and custom templates on September 28th. The link to Dx Code Search and free
texting with use of OTHER will remain available. Screen shots demonstrating the changes are shown here.
Example – Cerner “Chest Pain” PowerNote Template
Before 10.1.15

Starting 9.30.15

Example – CSM Custom “OB PP Discharge Summary” PowerNote Template
Before 10.1.15

Starting 9.28.15

Pre-completed notes (personal and shared), and macros - It is the responsibility of individuals to remove ICD9 linked
diagnoses in pre-completed notes, and macros. Failure to do so will create one of the following situations:
1. Diagnosis Assistant (DA) tool may Pop-up when signing note. (For details specific to DA tool refer to DocPort link
above.)
2. Note could sign without any alert, but diagnoses may not properly populate the EHR Diagnosis List.
3. Some of these diagnoses (likely just those entered after June 2015 IMO search conversion), when signing the
PowerNote, will convert the diagnoses to ICD10 and there will be no problems or alerts.
Starting October 1st, after removal of ICD9 linked diagnoses, pre-completed notes and macros can be resaved (with or
without ICD10 diagnoses). Job aides are attached.
Copy Forward and Saved Preliminary notes – Completion of preliminary notes after October 1st, that were started and
saved prior to October 1st, should also have ICD9 linked diagnoses removed. The same process is required with “copy
forward” of a note that was initially created prior to October 1st.
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Documentation Queries – CDI Query vs. Coding Query
Providers receive both CDI (Clinical Documentation Improvement) Queries and Coding Queries. While the types of
clarifications requested in these queries are similar in many ways, there are some key differences in both purpose and
response process. The increased specificity of ICD10 is expected in increase the number of queries of both types. To
assist providers with expeditious completion of these queries, a Compare and Contrast document as well as updated
job aides are attached. Please take the time to review these carefully.

Expansion of Electronic Coding Queries to all Providers, 9.21.15
While all providers receive CDI Queries electronically, only hospitalists and ED physicians have been receiving postdischarge Coding Queries electronically. These queries require knowledge of PowerNote documentation. With the
introduction of PowerNote to all providers earlier this year, we are now prepared to expand the electronic Coding Query
process. Starting 9.21.15, Coding Queries will be communicated electronically to all Providers via the EHR.

Informational Updates
Change to Lab order details
A new field, ONC Lab Collection Schedule, has been added to order details on all lab orders. This new field defaults to
“none” (blank) and is meant for use by oncology providers only. There is no action required on your part. This
communication is being provided so that you are aware that it is a field that you do NOT need to complete.

PowerNote Update – “Hospital Progress Note” template, 9.22.15
To improve efficient and timely discharge planning, the Hospital Progress note, on 9.22.15, will be enhanced with two
new fields, Anticipated Discharge Date and Anticipated Discharge Disposition. Anticipated Discharge Date is a required
field.

Holding Medication doses
A job aide is attached explaining the safest process for placing a “hold” order on a medication. The order is visible by the
pharmacist who can make necessary adjustments on the MAR. Please Note – If the dose of the medication to be held is
due within 30 minutes of placing the order, please also verbally notify the patient’s nurse.
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In-House Support Reminder
In-house support is available Monday through Friday from 8am to 4pm on both Ozaukee and Milwaukee campuses. To
contact a support team member, dial Vocera and request “EHR support.”
Vocera numbers vary by campus.
Ozaukee Vocera Phone: 262-243-6707
Milwaukee Vocera Phone: 414-585-1995
For urgent/emergent EHR technical assistance outside of the above hours, contact the Help Desk at 414-326-2400.
When asked for an extension, choose “7” for expedited transfer to a service desk analyst.
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Clinical Documentation Query
Printable Job Aid

Locate the CDI query in Message Center, under Priority Items>Messages
1. Double-click to open the message

2. Review the message.
3. The message should NOT be saved to patient’s chart. When you are done reviewing click Delete.

NOTE: Do NOT
click “Save to Chart”

4. Update medical record in a new Progress Note or as an addenda on prior documentation.
5. If you need to reply to CDI staff, be sure to unclick the “Save to Chart” box.

©Columbia St. Mary’s, Inc. , Ascension Health. All rights reserved. This document contains confidential information which may not be
reproduced or transmitted without the express written consent of Columbia St. Mary’s Inc.

Updated: 9/9/15

Coding Query
Printable Job Aid

Locate the Coding Query message in Message Center, under Documents>Sign
1. Double-click to open the Document Message

2. Click on Correct (pencil icon) within the document

3. The PowerNote template opens. Review the note
4. Click Physician Response === to enter response
5. Click OK to close window

Note: The physician response repeats for additional
comments as needed
6. Click on the Sign/Submit icon

7. Click X in upper right to Close. Note: User is directed back to Message Center where the “Final” note is
displayed.

8. Close the message to return to Message Center.
©Columbia St. Mary’s, Inc. , Ascension Health. All rights reserved. This document contains confidential information which may not be
reproduced or transmitted without the express written consent of Columbia St. Mary’s Inc.

Updated: 9/8/15

Holding Medications
Printable Job Aid

The process for holding a hospital medication is described below. It can be applied to holding a single
dose, a single medication, or all medications.
1. In the Orders tab, click on “+ Add”.
2. Enter “hold” in the search field. The following options are presented.
3. Select the “Hold Future dose of medication” order.

4. Close the search window. Click on the Order Comments tab.

5. Complete the information in the Order comments field, indicating the medication(s) and specific date/
time to hold them.

6. Sign the order.
7. This order will be verified by the pharmacist, who will make the necessary adjustments to the original
order to establish the hold date/time.
8. The nurse will receive the information when the order is reviewed.

©Columbia St. Mary’s, Inc. , Ascension Health. All rights reserved. This document contains confidential information which may not be
reproduced or transmitted without the express written consent of Columbia St. Mary’s Inc.

New: 09/04/2015

Documentation Queries – Compare & Contrast
Question
Who initiates
query?
When is query
sent?
Why is query
sent?

Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI) Query

Coding Query

Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI) Team

Health Information Management (HIM) – Medical Records

During patient hospitalization

Post-discharge







Identify and rectify situations where documentation is insufficient to
support severity of illness, including principal diagnosis,
comorbidities, complications, and conflicting information.
CDI reviews are performed on a concurrent basis; therefore queries
are intended to clarify documentation prior to discharge. This can
prevent repeated documentation errors (ex. cloning of notes that
contain errors), clarify documentation prior to discharge when
provider memory of patient is current, and prevent delays in billing.





Where is query
received?
How do I
respond to
query?
Special
Considerations

9/9/15

A query is a mechanism for communication between coders and
physicians to clarify ambiguous, incomplete or conflicting documentation in
the medical record in order to facilitate complete, accurate and consistent
coding practices.
Assuring the accuracy of coded data is a shared responsibility between
physicians and coding staff, blending the clinical knowledge of the
physician with the coder's understanding of the coding classification
systems.
When the documentation necessary to assign an ICD-10 CM or CPT code
is not clearly stated within the medical record or is conflicting or
incomplete, a query is required.

A message in Message Center

Preliminary PowerNote in Message Center

1. Review message in Message Center
2. Update medical record in a new Progress Note or as addenda
on prior documentation
3. Delete the message in Message Center
1. CDI queries are not a permanent part of the record.
Communications from CDI staff should not be saved to the
patient chart.
2. It is important that CDI queries are answered on a timely basis
during the patient's hospitalization.
3. If you do not respond to a query within 24 hours, you will be
contacted by CDI staff.
4. If you need to speak with a CDI team member regarding a query,
you can respond to the query (without saving it to the chart) or
you may call their office at: Melissa Johnson: 414-585-1952;
Nicole Schmeichel: 414-585-1954; Claire Reihl: 414-585-1463;
Kim Timm: 414-585-1955; Michelle Wise 262-243-7725
5. CDI staff follow specific coding rules and guidelines from the
American Hospital Association Coding Clinics.
6. CDI queries are sent to both Physicians and Advanced Care
Practitioners (PA and NP)

1. Open the preliminary Coding Query PowerNote and review the
“Question/Clarification”
2. Complete necessary details in the “Physician Response” section of the note
3. Sign the note into Final status
1. Coding Queries are a permanent part of the medical record.
2. It is important that coding queries are answered on a timely basis as delays
impact patient billing. This is dissatisfying to patients and negatively impacts
the hospital revenue cycle.
3. If you do not respond to a coding query within thirty days the missing query
will be considered delinquent and could result in suspension of admitting
privileges for incomplete medical record completion.
4. If you need to speak with the HIM department staff regarding a query, please
contact SMM HIM department at (414) 585-1885 or SMO HIM Department at
(262) 243-7334. HIM staff will resolve your issue or direct your questions to
the appropriate coder or the Coding Supervisor.
5. Coding staff follow specific coding rules and guidelines from the American
Hospital Association Coding Clinics.
6. Coding Queries are sent to any physician who has participated in the
patient's care during the encounter, and who may be able to provide
necessary clarification or additional information to accurately assign coding.

